
AFRIKABURN 2014 

GUIDING PRINCIPLES 
1. COMMUNAL EFFORT

Our community values 
creative cooperation and 
collaboration. We strive 
to produce, promote and 
protect social networks, 
public spaces, works 
of art, and methods of 
communication that support 
such interaction.

2. PARTICIPATION

Our community is committed 
to a radically participatory 
ethic. We believe that 
transformative change, 
whether in the individual or 
in society, can occur only 
through the medium of 
deeply personal participation. 
We achieve being through 
doing. Everyone is invited to 
work. Everyone is invited to 
play. We make the world real 
through actions that open 
the heart.

3. CIVIC RESPONSIBILITY

We value civil society. 
Community members who 
organise events should 
assume responsibility 
for public welfare and 
endeavor to communicate 

civic responsibilities to 
participants. They must 
also assume responsibility 
for conducting events in 
accordance with national and 
local laws.

4. IMMEDIACY

Immediate experience is, 
in many ways, the most 
important value in our 
culture. We seek to overcome 
barriers that stand between 
us and a recognition of our 
inner selves, the reality of 
those around us, participation 
in society, and contact with 
a natural world exceeding 
human powers. No idea can 
substitute for this experience.

5. DECOMMODIFICATION

In order to preserve the spirit 
of gifting, our community 
seeks to create social 
environments that are 
unmediated by commercial 
sponsorships, transactions, 
or advertising. We stand 
ready to protect our culture 
from such exploitation. 
We resist the substitution 
of consumption for 
participatory experience.

6. GIFTING

We are devoted to acts of 
gift giving. The value of a 
gift is unconditional. Gifting 
does not contemplate a 
return or an exchange for 
something of equal value.

7. LEAVING NO TRACE

Our community respects 
the environment. We are 
committed to leaving 
no physical trace of our 
activities wherever we 
gather. We clean up after 
ourselves and endeavor, 
whenever possible, to leave 
such places in a better state 
than when we found them.

8. RADICAL INCLUSION

Anyone may be a part of 
AfrikaBurn. We welcome 
and respect the stranger. 
No prerequisites exist 
for participation in our 
community. This means that 
anyone can partake.

9. RADICAL SELF-
RELIANCE

AfrikaBurn encourages 
the individual to discover, 
exercise and rely on his or 
her inner resources.

10. RADICAL SELF-
EXPRESSION

Radical self-expression 
arises from the unique gifts 
of the individual. No one 
other than the individual 
or a collaborating group 
can determine its content. 
It is offered as a gift to 
others. In this spirit, the 
giver should respect the 
rights and liberties of the 
recipient.

11. EACH ONE TEACH 
ONE

As a self-reliant 
community, we believe the 
responsibility of spreading 
our culture lies with each 
and every one of us. All 
of us are custodians of 
our culture – when the 
opportunity presents itself, 
we pass knowledge on. 

You read that right - we 
now have an additional 
Principle - Each One Teach 
One. As our community and 
culture is in a rapid growth 
phase, it’s necessary for 
us all to share knowledge 
to ensure that AfrikaBurn 
is sustainable. Sharing is 
caring - pass it on! 

Welcome! Well done - you’re part of an incredible 
experiment in community. For one week magic 
happens here, and this guide is designed to help 
you navigate and decipher what you see, and what  

you don’t. There’s a lot out there - enjoy it all! 

YEAR OF THE TRICKSTER
“A sense of humor...is superior to any religion so far 
devised.” - Tom Robbins, Jitterbug Perfume

Wandering along, ignoring boundaries and awaiting 
chance opportunities, the Trickster is simultaneously 
Hero and Fool. The burn was born out of impulse - 
to create freely, to experiment, to express, dare, do 
and celebrate. Be a culture hero. Be brave, play the 
fool - be the Trickster and participate in inventing the 
world anew!

INFRASTRUCTURE
TOILETS 

PLEASE NOTE: if it didn’t 

come outta your body, it 

doesn’t go in the potty. 

Our toilets are everywhere. 

All round the edge of the 

camping areas. There are 

even some IN the camping 

area. And there are some in 

the binnekring. Please use 

them. The long drops come 

with lovely views. Look for 

the white flags and lights. 

A red flag means it is out of 

order, please use the next 

one.

AIRSTRIP 

Take a look at the map 

to see where our airstrip, 

and helipad are - and 

please don’t go anywhere 

near them when planes 

or choppers are taxing or 

landing, even if it looks cool. 

Planes are fascinating for the 

kids but also very dangerous 

- please never touch them, or 

go close, without the pilot. 

They can bite.

DRONES / RC AIRCRAFT 

If you plan on operating a 

drone recreationally or to 

shoot footage from, you 

need to register your drone 

with our UAV team. Find 

them at XXXXXXX

DPW 

They built this city - the 

roads, the streetlights, the 

toilets you use and the signs 

that help you find your way, 

so show them some love! 

One way you can do that is 

by donating any unopened 

or non-perishable goods 

(including beer) you don’t 

need, on exodus. Another is 

by not asking to borrow their 

tools - or walking into their 

camp uninvited, as it’s their 

home, not a theme camp. 

DMV 

If you have made a mutant 

vehicle this is where  you 

must come to license it to 

drive in Tankwa Town. 

Remember to bring your 

registration number. Meet 

sporty horny types in short 

skirts playing pool and 

handing out traffic fines. 

The home of oxtail potjies, 

gifted coffee and the smell of 

LRP.  Home to delicious craft 

beer....

MEDICS 

Headaches and hangovers? 

They’re not emergencies. Our 

medics are there to assist in 

emergencies only - so for all 

other medical stuff, be self 

reliant and use your medical 

kit. Look for the medic 

crosses at  6ish (blue) and 

Iktomi Plaza (red) and inform 

your campmates of where to 

find them if needed.

 

RANGERS

Rangers are non-

confrontational community 

mediators, there to promote 

awareness of potential 

hazards, ranging from 

sunburn to tent fires. 

They are NOT police but 

interactive participants of the 

community who protect and 

assist the people of Tankwa 

Town - not the property. 

To be a Ranger, a sense 

of humour and flexibility 

is a great asset, it’s a way 

of meeting and engaging 

with the burner community. 

Rangers are also the eyes and 

ears for the site manager on 

duty and the link between the 

field and the head Ranger. 

They carry radios and have 

support from the head ranger. 

The Ranger Headquarters is 

in the 6ish Boulevard behind 

OCC camp. 

SANCTUARY 

A quiet space for participants 

who are having a rough 

time of it. If you have a 

psychological emergency, 

this is where you can find 

calm and sanctuary. For 

more information check with 

the Rangers or Medics. The 

Sanctuary is located next to 

the Ranger HQ. 

OFF-CENTRE CAMP (6ish)

OCC is the Volunteer 

Participation or sign 

up station and includes 

Children Registration Booth, 

Participation Station (the 

volunteer booth), shift lists 

and message boards. This 

is also where you’ll find the 

Arteria and Media Booth. And 

the Ranger Station is right 

behind it. 

It’s our community centre, 

a public space and central 

information station of the 

event. There are creative 

activities, workshops and 

talks each morning, including 

recycled art, painting, graffiti 

creation and this year a Black 

& White Cinema screening 

lounge. 6-8 pm every day. 

And some kids & Burner 

gifting bits snuck in the 

mix. Again this year some 

seriously great live music - 

Open Mic & Chilled Burning 

Bands line-up, from 2pm to 

6pm daily. 

Read the Performance section 

for more information, and 

check the boards for detail 

each day! 

VOLUNTEERS

Signing up for a Volunteer 

shift? Fancy Greeting at the 

Virgin Bell? Being a Volunteer 

Faery or Coordinator at Off 

Centre Camp ? MOOPing 

a mess? Help registering 

children? Checking in with 

your artwork or theme camp? 

Need a spot for that beautiful 

thing you built? Want to 

find out what’s on today? 

And when? Planning on 

registering an artwork or as a 

Photographer? Volunteer HQ 

is at Off Centre Camp @ 6ish 

on the Map to sign up to gift 

a Volunteer shift.

MEDIA BOOTH 

Members of the media and 

documentary filmmakers, this 

is where you register on site 

and can get info on where 

to find representatives of 

AfrikaBurn for handy quotes 

MUTANT VEHICLES
Acacia’s Secret Heart    

Is your heart simple and good? Do you 

remember how to be kind? When the 

acacia tree comes to you, sit in her shade 

and see if she will reveal her secrets to 

you.

Animal Control        

Wild animals of Tankwa Town beware 

the Animal Control Vehicle! We will be 

capturing wild animals from the streets 

of Tankwa Town. We will subdue them 

with nets and place them in our well 

cushioned cage. Whilst in captivity they 

will be calmed down with the aid of 

medicinal tequila and perhaps gently 

whipped ;) Thereafter we will release 

them back into the wild.

Armadillo/ama dildo                  

Sexy amadildo of mutant vehicles

BeerCharriot                  

Earn a craft beer. Tow the mutant beer 

chariot or catch a ride with your friend 

in the harness and share in the tastiest 

surprise for a dusty day.

Bike to the future                  

ROAD !! ?? Where we’re going we don’t 

need roads…

Black Swan                  

Catch me if you can....follow the 

magical swan......and you will end up in 

wonderland drinking HighT.

BOGHOG                  

The Boghog. Probably one of the 

quietest smallest smelliest artcars in the 

world. It is advisable not to be eating 

while the boghog passes by your camp. 

Pooh!

Buggalux/Bubblelux/Bubblass                 

Buggalux is going to Bubblelux our 

world. It’s just an illusion.......? By Charl 

& Tony.

Burn Bug                  

Found only in Tankwa Town this giant 

beetle bug shows up once a year and with 

a colourful display it looks to mate with 

others of its kind. As yet it seems to be the 

only one of its species.

Burning Mail Post Van                  

“Big Red” as she is affectionately known 

is the Burning Mail Post office on Wheels. 

Watch out for her sexy red box-figure on 

the Binnekring and send postcards out to 

the Default World.

Chevy                  

Well-known blue Chevy truck. Occasionally 

known to drive over playa signage without 

provocation or explanation.

Cloud 9                  

It must be really nice to sit on a cloud. 

It would be just as good to ride around 

AfrikaBurn in one!

Death Ride                  

Death Ride. Everyone must die.

Duckaworski                  

Duckaworski will be running around and 

collecting singular peeps for transport 

to various locations and may look like 

a jellyfish at night or it may look like 

something else …

Eagle Pony Bike                  

We’re a funky bunch of Tricksters camping 

in our VW Kombi tents parked on the 

green green grass of Tankwa Town. Cool 

funky tunes from resident DJ and rides 

around town on our flying eagle pony 

cart - if you dare! Gifts of our unusual as 

usual scarves as well as funky trickster 

gifts at tricky times.....you never know what 

might happen! All night fires tended by 

the mercurial Mudgie, especially if you’re 

Victoria with a K. Even if not, you’ll always 

be welcome to come keep warm at night 

and day. We’d love to meet you!

Flying Eagle Pony Cart                  

A pimped up Eagle flying riding Harley 

with a pony cart attached for your funky 

riding pleasure.

Flower Spider                  

The Flower spider is a giant pneumatic 

spider covered in plants. Unfortunately, 

limited funds mean that this year it is a 

biped, dragging a cart behind it.

Four!                  

Four! - a vehicle performance on the 

Playa. Golf: a seemingly anodyne leisure 

activity that obscures a conformist and 

conservative code of behaviour that 

excludes the freakish and the fringe. A 

sporting code so specialised it has its own 

species of vehicle, endemic only to the 

access-controlled greens and fairways of 

private land. With a generous application 

of Trickster magic, golf mutates into a 

visually stimulating and comedic parody, 

breaking free of the conventions and rigid 

boundaries that inform the traditional 

game. A Deviant Golf where every freak, 

mutant and burner can participate, 

whatever their dress code!

Gingerbread House                  

Look out for the Gingerbread house, hop 

on for a parade around the Binnekring or 

ask for your own miniature gingerbread 

man.

Horny Goat Weed               

HORNY, HORNIER, HORNIEST.

Jeffrey                  

A shelter from the storm. A tranquil 

forest and peaceful retreat in the desert. 

Doubling as transport for burners tracking 

across the plains…

Judy the Big Yellow Bus                  

Judy the Big Yellow Bus is back for her 

4th burn. Judy is a mobile haven for good 

vibes, good music and entertainment of 

all sorts. Like a soul oasis, packed with 

wizards, whales, magic and memories. 

We run by a strict sharesies only policy 

and only those who smile and say yes are 

welcome. She will also wear her nifty hat. 

So pull in yall!

Jus’ the 2 of Bus! (J2B)                  

Mowbrayyyyy-Kaaaaap...SeaPOINT!! 

Manenberg-Tankwa-6ish Straat! Be 

mesmerised by the world’s friendliest and 

soundelicious Cape minibus taxi-for-two: 

Jus’ the 2 of Bus! J2B will make it if we try! 

Jus’ the 2 of Bus, you & I! 

Landi                  

Fata Morgana have gone mobile! Beware!

Larval Stage Coach                

Nature’s full of tricks. Between sunset 

and sunrise the humble larva can 

metamorphose into the buzziest of beings!

Loki the Rampaging Rhino                  

Look out for Loki, The Rampaging Rhino! 

Mythological Loki, is the shape-shifting 

God of Mischief. And you good Burners 

have no doubt that Loki will be up to all 

sorts of A-grade mischief! Fire mischief, 

smoke mischief, laser mischief and filthy 

banging beats under starlight skies 

mischief. Join us as we pay homage to 

Loki shape-shifted into one of Afrika’s 

most threatened and iconic creatures.

Lola       

There is a little bike called Lola,

a B-52 bunny roller,

a Unicorn horn, fat-takkie feet,

a nasty growl, a pitch fork seat,

She loves a cold beer and a holla!

M*A*S*H*E*D Truck                  

Get on board with the team from 

M*A*S*H*E*D Camp and join the doctors 

and nurses for the ride of your life!

Military Maniacs Jeep                   

Find us on the Binnekring dressed in full 

military regalia, reminding others exactly 

why we are here. This is Tankwa Town, 

this is our home. LEAVE NO TRACE. 

PARTICIPATE. GIVE. RADICAL SELF 

RELIANCE. Our gift to you is to take a 

little piece of Tankwa Town to take back 

to your other life. Our beautiful Karoo and 

the incredible artworks will naturally be 

the backdrops for your shots. Come find 

us so we can station ourselves at your 

party, your theme camp or your event and 

let us capture those moments for you. 

Moozucchio                  

Moozucchio has Metastofasized from 

the Moozooki, to the Moorage and the 

Archtepus.  It is our attempt to re-invent 

it every year, not simply arrive in the 

same vehicle, with the same stuff.  Mutant 

implies change. This is not easy, but our 

crew, with enough persuasion and torture 

have generally done a fair to middling job.

Mumbai Mischiff                  

Scooter transformed into mutant taxi with 

wooden structure and colourful material.

Nasty Noddy car                  

A 19 voetsek Morris Minor body with 

an oversized 3-litre V6 motor on a 

Ford Granada Chassis. Decorated with 

yellow and red fun fur to look like a very 

nasty and noisy Noddy car? GRRRR, 

Mothersuckers!

Neverending Story                 

Take a ride on the Neverending Story.

Ossewa                  

Bad Machine’s Ossewa - coming from the 

deep Namib desert via Mad Max’s home 

town.

Pac-Man                  

Got any Cherries?

Peace                  

Old Vespa scooter green peace army

Percy the Porcupine Snr II                  

This year the wiser Percy the Porcupine 

Snr II has ripened with age. You’ll see 

him from afar, during night and day. Call 

on him to catch that wave. He’ll be on 

the beach, he’ll be on form, lit up and 

sprightly for you to adore.

Pharoah-type Sedan Chair                  

See how the Pharoah’s and Royalty were 

transported before the advent of the 

automobile.

Pink Lady                  

Water World, We fare thee well, For 

those who came, It sure was swell. We’ve 

traveled far, Restocked the bar, The party 

never stops. By day we swim, Our brains 

gone dim, Freedom beckons all. Night 

soon falls, For dance and song, We hear 

the Sirens call. So bring your bong, And 

tag along - it’s all for one and one for all! 

Familiar faces, We leave no traces. It’s 

Midnight At The Oasis.

Purple People Eater                  

Beware the Purple People Eater, he has 

already had his daily share of  burners and 

is still crawling the desert for many more.

Ratel                 

The honey badger is the most badass 

animal in Africa. 

Red (not so) Cross Emergence Service 
Ambivalance                  

From the NorMAL crew that brought 

you Ambivalance & MAL adjusted in 

2012 and with Camp X marked the spot 

or crossed it out in 2013, we will be less 

cross this year with the Red (not so) Cross 

Emergence Service Ambivalance and 

Mental Emergence Services in the best 

tradition of the trickster.

Retro Roller                  

The Retro Roller will be taking Gold Dust’s 

land-based good vibes viral. Keep an eye 

out for it’s subtle, but suggestive, quaint 

but loose, old school tunes.

Reverse Trike                  

Scooter, quad? Quad, scooter? Does it 

matter? Some Mad Max engineering for 

some desert fun. Follow the piper to some 

Far Far Away fun.

Scootus Pegasus                  

Scootus Pegasus (from the Greek 

‘Pégasos’) - the famed winged horse 

of Greek myth - was according to lore 

created at the death of Medusa. How 

exactly Pegasus was created varies, as 

does the idea that Poseidon; the Greek 

god of the sea, and of horses, is his father. 

Look out for the winged beauty on 

your travels around the Inner Circle and 

hop on if you need to be flown off to a 

distant land…

Sparkle

If you never have, you should, these 

things are fun and fun is good.

St Wrongs ambulance / die groene 
ambulance                  

St Wrongs ambulance...nee naw...nee 

naw...Doctor J and Nurse Tracey will perk 

you up when you need it most.

The Artvark                  

Early relatives of the aardvark appeared 

in Africa around the end of the 

Paleocene. Since then they’ve been 

studying hard in Evolution School and 

now it’s time to party!

The Bicycle Party Power Machine                  

The harder you pedal, the harder the 

party. Follow us for a good time on our 

mobile bicycle party unit.

The Boogie Buggy                 

The Boogie Buggy will be a party taxi/

tour vehicle covered in porno materials 

like leopard print, zebra print, LED 

lighting, spot lights, and discoballs. It 

has a full roll cage, really safe.

The Desert Fox                  

The Desert Fox comes to town! Find 

her at The Tankwa Tunnels Bekpeckers 

where she’ll gladly tow you and your 

mates into a tube or two or six!

The Dorse                  

Part duck, part horse! The greatest 

mystical hybrid creature ever created 

graces us with its incredible presence. 

You’ll never see anything so splendid 

again...From now on, you’ll see rain as 

glitter and clouds as candyfloss.

The First Lady                  

The First Lady was originally a tuk tuk, 

but through the glorious process of 

recycling can now be recognised as the 

glowing lady bug of Tankwa Town. With 

interactive and UV-reactive paint-your-

own areas, feel free to add your spot of 

colour to light up the desert horizon.

The Galloping Knob Rot                  

Come rest your travel weary limbs 

aboard, if you dare. Join us for a 

decadently slow journey around the 

playa and the shimmerings of your 

consciousness. As you soak up the 

scenes you’ll be engaged in time warped 

cowboy shmanglings with your trusty 

guide. You’ll experience delicious 

auditory vibrations to your frontal 

lobes through the onboard Stylistic 

Gramophone, all whilst consuming 

specially prepared mind blowing 

mixologist concoctions.

The Honey Buz                  

In the midst of it all, you just need a 

cupcake. Kap. Kyk!

The Night Owl                  

An inverse take on the Wright Flyer 

which first flew in the desert and will 

now reappear at night! Like a swooping 

black owl with fiery eyes...the old faithful 

will reappear from the darkness.

The Rad Baron                  

A radical graffiti art car with a few 

unexpected optional extras.

Tony ‘Manero’                  

The bus of reflective fun ‘Tony’ will be 

bopping about tankwa town playing 

melodic beats that will make the desert 

swag a place of comfort within the 

‘Dream Factory’ a piece of art to fill 

one’s heart. Everybody Love Everybody.

Viceroy                  

Take as much as you want and as little 

as you need. The Viceroy is a mobile tool 

dispenser offering the good people of 

Tankwa everything they might need from 

tape to tools. Feel free to help yourself 

out of that tricky situation by relying on 

the regal Viceroy of Tankwa Town. 

zrock spider

A low-slung V8 RatRod, African style.

and interviews. The Friday 

afternoon Media meeting 

will take place in a workshop 

tent behind the Booth. 

ICE, ICE, BABY 

The coolest - and only - 

thing sold in Tankwa Town. 

In the 6ish Plaza on 6ish 

Boulevard. Open daily from 

11am –2pm from Monday to 

Sunday.

MOOP SWOOPS 

Join us as we stroll the 

Binnekring and spread the 

Gospel of MOOP. Monday-

Saturday, starting at 2pm 

from Off-Centre Camp. Bring 

your MOOP bag and a buddy 

or get one from us. p.s: 

we will be stopping along 

every pub along the way… 

#justsaying

THE MIGHTY MOOP MARCH 

Saturday at 2pm from Off 

Center Camp. Presented by 

RedZebra, this is the most 

fun you can have with your 

clothes on (or off)! We will 

be joined by the Judy bus, 

marching bands and The 

Bus. Drones will film our 

event, so bring a flag and 

come dressed up but join 

us as we walk the talk and 

swoop and de-MOOP. Let 

the power of the beat move 

your feet, come celebrate 

your creativity as we 

pump the heartbeat of our 

humanity -  if you love your 

space, Leave no Trace! 

THEME CAMPS
Anansesem - Spider Stories

Stories told by Anansi, the trickster god. 

Spiders on Fire! Before the world was whole 

and the universe was made of light, Anansi 

created destiny out of matter itself. Anansesem 

was the language of the trickster god, powerful 

enough to destroy entire galaxies and subtle 

enough to guide a single person’s heart.

Another Man’s Treasure

A clothing share & swap themed camp, for 

those who have lots of lovely intact clothes 

that they don’t wear anymore, they can bring 

to give/share/swap with others in the same 

situation. Come and go as you please, browse, 

hand clothes in at your leisure.

Beach Please!

Enjoy the Tankwa ocean breeze and sip on 

delicious cocktails from our beach bar. A shady 

spot to lounge and unwind in during the day, 

with spontaneous magic and a spot of live 

music. Every evening at sunset ‘very happy 

hour’ sundowner cocktails. Watch the stars 

come out as fire dancers light up the sky and 

groove to beach bar beats and friendly treats 

for the kids. By Dirty Love Affairs.

BeDazzled & Bicycles

Tankwa Town’s unofficial official-ish fancy dress 

& bike supplier. Come & get the perfect outfit 

or accessory - borrow & bring back principles 

apply. 40 vintage bicycles to borrow and bring 

back, and ride around to your heart’s content.

Burner Murder Mystery

A live Cluedo-styled game accommodating 

10 - 25 players lasting from 1 - 3 hrs. Join the 

impromptu cast: each person will be given a 

character, costume, the main script and a secret 

that the character must keep to themselves, yet 

subtly play. Throughout the night secrets and 

clues revealed. Guests put these together to 

decipher the murderer’s identity (while staying 

in character and sipping on cocktails). By A 

Murder of Foes.

Cage of Follies

Time to rethink the ostentatious desert glamour, 

pack away the Ostrich feathers and imagine 

you were put in a cage? Ssssh...listen carefully. 

This is Silence. Storytelling, shadow puppets 

and play, body painting, clay making, origami, 

nest weaving and flash mobs of kindness. By 

ZuluPepC

Camp Anvil

Craft Beer Sundowner Sessions - our 

Steampunk Brewmeister has created 4 unique 

AfrikaBurn beer recipes for your drinking 

pleasure. 500 litres of handcrafted beer, stock 

brewed for burners to wash away that Tankwa 

dust after a long day of fun in the sun. By the 

Metalheadz.

Camp Carton De Wiart

Recreating the startling resilience of the human 

spirit personified by Sir Adrian Paul Ghislain 

Carton de Wiart who served in the Boer War, 

First World War, and Second World War; was 

shot in the face, head, stomach, ankle, leg, hip, 

and ear; survived two plane crashes; tunnelled 

out of a POW camp; and bit off his own fingers 

when a doctor refused to amputate. Describing  

WW1, he wrote, “Frankly I had enjoyed the war”. 

G&Ts served after 3. We’ll then open up the 

soapbox for a scheduled speaker & thereafter it 

will be open for speakers. By The Cartonites.

Camp Chaos / Radio ARRR

Take to the ARRRwaves on yer car radio and 

tune in to 99.9FM! In swashbuckling style, them 

picaroons from Camp Chaos will be bringin’ yer 

the news ‘n views and beats to rock yer boat!  

Scramble aboard and showcase yer musical 

talents in Bands in the Sand or DJ Dunk, or 

just join us for some mellow Wake-up O’Clock 

kakpraat.  You have been wARRRned! By Camp 

Chaos.

Camp Hot

Playing a variety of Bass Music, Funk, Disco, 

80’s & 90’s and UV light installation. By Crew 

Kitchener.

Camp Skaduwee

Join Camp Skaduwee for a Sound Journey. We 

offer a shaded, chilled space to rest, watch, 

participate and listen to sounds that take you 

on your own journey from DJs to bands as well 

as performances by sound artists.

Camp Sky Blue

This year our theme is HOT DOG HOMIES. Look 

out for our giant hot dog and mustard bottle who 

are handing out hot dog badges. Grab a badge 

and start looking for your hot dog homies. Ask us 

about our delicious hot dog socials where you can 

ketchup with all your friends, old and new.

Camp Star Dust

A smorgasbord of activities to suit everyone, 

including a super-sized UV Scrabble board, word-

building challenge and engage your concept 

identification. Test your vocabulary at our ongoing 

world building game. For the feminine energies, 

we have a beautification station to freshen up, 

and for the masculine problem solving energies, 

we provide a cable-tie teaser.

Camp Sunset Oasis

A chilled space in the heart of the Quiet Zone. A 

sanctuary of comfort and calm. Recharge your 

battery, refresh your soul and enliven the spirit. 

Draw water at The Oasis to use in the gift shower. 

Have an iced tea or hot drink. Do you do massage, 

reiki, foot rubs, hugs, spa treatments or any other 

healing art? Want to gift this? Camp Sunset 

Oasis’s theme lounge is a safe, healthy space that 

you can feel free to do this in.

Casa De Los Tostados

We are of the clan Skabenga, our camp is The 

House of the Roasted. A bandito of Mexicans, we 

celebrate in Mexican Dia De Los Muertos style 

from the distant far away land Skabenga. We 

can be heard yodeling andele! andele! across 

the plains of the playa, and can be found under 

sombreros sipping on the nectar of the cactus.

Critically Blissful Bedouins

Critical Corral of Earthy Splendours is home to the 

crew hosting Critical Tits (even bigger and better 

than ever before) and the new and anticipated 

Critical Spritz (foam shower disco) and Critical 

Bliss (ethereal garden of relaxation and wonder).

Desert Magic

A magical chill tent filled with soft carpets, bean 

bags and cushions and soft laid back music.  

Afternoon servings of delicious flavored teas 

with wonderful biscuits. At 7 pm our resident 

magician entertains. Doors are always open for 

refuge from the sun or from crazy parties. By the 

Magic Nomads.

Die Stoep

By morning come and skopstart the day innie 

kombuis with a koppie polisie koffie, rusk and 

koeksister, 9am – 11am daily. By day kuier oppie 

stoep, knit, or just watch the world go by in all 

its colourful expression to the gentle rhythm of 

ambient plaas. By night come and kraal aannie 

playa and be mesmerised by the elaborate show 

of persistence vision dancing across the blades of 

our Karoo windmill to the beat of Dub Jol. Stoep 

zen on the playa. Met eish.

Disconnect

A chance to unwind, let go and disconnect. Join 

us for Morning Broffees, (brandy and coffee) Late 

afternoon Chardonnay Sundowners and funky 

evening beats with a lighting and visual show.

Doodle Bug & Art Gallery

Doodle Bug is an art space where you can 

come and draw, paint, express yourself onto our 

prepared art blocks using paints and brushes. 

When done, hang your artwork on the gallery 

wall to be part of the exhibit. You’re welcome to 

retrieve your blocks at the end if to take them 

home, or they become part of a growing gallery.

Dr Wung’s Leery Pranksters

A Tankwa Twisted Dust Bowl Carnival consisting 

of the Tankwa Oracle Madame Pipi, the Poetry 

Brothel, Snake Oil Peddlers - all Baked in the 

Mind of Dr Wung and expanded into the medial 

prefrontal cortex: the brain’s funny boner. 

Memento Moris from famous photographer 

Manfred Mann raised from from the dead. Plus 

surprise guest pranksters. Tag, you’re it!

Emerald City

Somewhere over the rainbow, skies are blue, and 

the dreams, that you dare to dream, really come 

true. Toto, I have a feeling we’re not in Kansas 

anymore. Follow the Yellow Brick Road to where 

troubles melt like lemondrops, and the best 

friendships are unexpected. It’s fine to trust your 

instincts; close your eyes and leap, just don’t take 

green drinks from strangers. Ever! (except our 

green shooters) Don’t lose sight of who you are: 

life’s more fun for the brainless! Come and fly with 

us, our prettiest fly. By The Lollipop Guild.

Emerge Play Transform

An interactive and intimate space to enjoy and 

socialise, hopefully creating conversations as well 

as art. A pop up gallery exploring the theme of 

transformation through painting, installation and 

mixed media. The space and its participants will 

be transformed over the course of the event. This 

includes a UV experience at night. By Be Feel Do.

Evl Jon’s Amazing World Of Trash

Evl Jon’s Amazing World Of Trash is an all round 

trash resource management facility that exists 

as a pile of trash moved around in a truck for 

constructing and deconstructing as a mobile 

trash palace. It is the child of the cult known as 

Trashor.

Far Far Away

Stomp in a magical fairy land, dressed up as your 

favourite fairy character to Psy / Progressive 

Trance. Dance like you never danced before, with 

music and entertainment that will blow your 

mind away.

Fiets-te-Voets

In association with Mother Earth, this reminds us 

of the pleasures in downscaling intentions to the 

here-and-now. Pedal Powered Brilliance is the 

name of our game! Shed your skins and alleviate 

the strain under our Geodesic domes. Listen to 

nature’s sounds channeled through the Singing 

Tree and the sounding of the Music Maker 

powered by pedal. Enjoy freshly baked bread 

and potatoes baked in clay the ancient Chinese 

way while throwing and turning pottery. Use the 

desert sun to photographically expose objects 

found on your journey onto fabric and give old 

clothes new life by dyeing. By Natural Natives.

Flow Arts Commune

Representing Flow Arts performers from around 

SA and abroad. Manipulators of poi, staff, hoop, 

rhythm sticks, diabolo, buugeng and more! 

Pop by any time to try out one or many of our 

fun flow toys, and check the board for daily 

announcements of workshops and performances. 

Fractal Chill

A Fractal Chill zone with a cafe, operational at 

2pm daily serving Ethiopian coffee and popcorn, 

with the occasional live unplugged guitar set at 

random times.

G.B.U. - Afrodisco

Geoasis

Step out, take a load off and chill. Step in from 

the creative storm and let members of our 

art team titillate your mind and senses with a 

smorgasbord of breakaway treats to refresh your 

artistic and hedonistic desires. At night, cosy 

by the fire for fireside philosophising or staring 

into space. Daily board of activities will include 

fireside psychopathy, ‘Charlie And The Chocolate 

Factory’ reading, Indian head massage, face 

spritzers and tea time chats, interactive collage, 

navel gazing and other sensory refreshments. By 

Some Assembly Required.

Gold Dust

Gold Dust by nature is fairly un-valuable item 

when found on it’s own. However, when you put 

a whole bunch of it together in beautiful, heaving 

hot cauldron of fire, you get a great bar. Pop in 

for a trip down Memory Lane… Gold Dust is a bit 

of a retro theme. Very cheezy golden outfits and 

a couple of old school LP players that ooze some 

old school classics gently through the day.

Good Clean Fun

Abundant as the waters of the river Ganges 

flowing from Shiva’s hair. Expose yourself and 

let the warm rains cleanse your body, mind and 

soul. Unlimited hot showers to burners! By Just 

The Two Of Us.

Heartburn

Pull in and chill out at the HeartBurn!! Funky 

tunes will float you into space while you’re 

mesmerised by our “pulsating heart” which beats 

to the sound of the tunes!

HeartSpace

There is a space within the crazy vortex of 

AfrikaBurn, where weary travellers may find an 

oasis of peace and consciousness that resonates 

in the heart of their being. This is The HeartSpace, 

offering a space for people to connect, remember 

themselves and walk out again with peace and joy 

in the heart, and celebration and life in the limbs.

Heat Shrinks

Instaburn is for Burn virgins especially, a space to 

talk to Heat-shrink, about an inner issue needing 

excorcising. The private cubicle is for the chat, 

the work space is for group creation of burnable 

effigies from cardboard cutout. The virgin then 

takes his cardboard sculpture outside where they 

burn it on the altar.

Camp High(er) T. 

The crew that brought you bangin’ sunset beats, 

stripy teapots, swans, whales and jellyfish are 

back! In 2014 you’ll need to rock some racy polka 

dots for the ‘Dot-T’ party on Thursday ish, and 

break out your sparklyshiny for the ‘Glitterat-T’ 

party on Fridayish. And as always... you’ll find us 

at 4ish on 4ish! All naked people get free high 

tea. So does everyone else, but come naked if 

you don’t have suitable suits and tights, or even if 

you do. When the big orange ball starts sinking to 

the shrubbery is when the fairy dust comes out 

and Peter Pan and Tinkerbell swoosh over the 

Tankwa and the magic becomes real. 

Ideas Worth Spreading

TEDxCapeTown is a group of individuals 

brought together by the following core 

values: Awareness, Community Building and 

Engagement. Come watch some thought-

provoking videos, chill out and maybe start a 

discussion.

Infernal Greasemonkeys

Got something that’s broken? The Infernal 

Greasemonkeys will try fix it, and show you 

how! We’re willing life mechanics! Strange car 

engine smells, unexpected mechanical niggles, 

tyre punctures, squeaky bikes longing for some 

TLC, button popped off your favourite hat? You 

name it, we’ll fix it! All new this year: come by 

to make a DIY personalised bike ID tag so your 

2-wheeled friend can find its way home & we’re 

an official lost and found bike site too.

In Sane Kafee

A mad journey of deception through a 

sacred Labyrinth, constructed especially for 

Tankwa Town. You’ll explore the secret path, 

treading softly, until you reach the ultimate of 

destinations - the Central Flower of the In Sane 

Kafee! Be warmly embraced by the sensual 

and dynamic synergies of music, dance, food, 

liquids, and creative expression. We give to you 

with generosity... you give of yourself...to the In 

Sane Dance of Life... to Infinity. “And those who 

were seen dancing, were thought to be insane 

by those who could not hear the music”

I didn’t choose the hug life, the hug life 

chose me 

Dedicated to the timeless value of human 

affection. A roped runway leading up to a 

podium where once a bell is rung, the ringer 

will be swamped with a healthy dose of free 

hugs and given a strong beverage to be on their 

merry way out into the desert with a smile on 

their face.

Instaburn

Bringing Instagram into the real world, we 

provide space & props for interesting and 

elaborate photographs with Tankwa Town as 

backdrop. We’ll supply the frames, filters, and 

add-ons and a photographer - just add yourself, 

your friends and maybe some strangers to your 

photo. We’ll put pics up online after the burn. 

Whether you choose to take your Polaroid pic 

home with you, mail it to a friend or add it to 

our growing collection for the sake of art, stop 

by, play around, and take a break in our chill 

section.

Jozi Barrio

The Jozi part of town. Expect bling cars, 

hijackings, crime, fun, parody and everything 

except a mountain.

Kamp Kapkyk

Cupcakes? Space Cakes? Mud Cakes? All the 

cakes! If you feel like something sweet, come 

join the Kap-kyk kids at the Kap-kyk Lounge 

for a bit of koek en tee. If you are looking for 

a place to rest your weary bones; a place to 

have a chat, a smoke and a tasty treat then the 

Kap-kyk Lounge is the place for you. Serving 

cupcakes, tea and tasty tunes from 09:00 until 

15:00 every day.

Kombi Nation Station

Tricky Happy Hippies on the green green grass 

of Tankwa Town. A hippy camp with Kombi 

tents and all night fires and more. Hippy 

Happy Hour between 5 & 7 each afternoon. 

Aquarian vibes, love and light, cocktails 

and a little flower power. Photo ops, Happy 

Dops and easy Grooviness. Walk in, drive 

in, sit down, fall down, and leave with funky 

fingertips and other little Tricks !!

Lemon-Aid

Every good suburb needs a Lemon-aid stand! 

Providing ice cold lemon-aid (in a number 

of disguises!) to those that venture into the 

suburbs for the day. A relaxing space to chill 

out, away from the mayhem of the Binnekring. 

Lovely hosts and hostesses and lemony treats! 

Come spend a day in the suburbs, where life 

is more tranquil and calm. Enjoy our Delicious 

ice-cold Lemonade and Lemon-aid whilst you 

rest up,freshen up and cool down. Suburban 

hospitality at it’s best. It ain’t First Aid.

Live Hip Hop

We’ll be running various events showcasing 

and celebrating Hip Hop Culture. This will 

include an interactive graffiti space, DJs, 

B-Boy / breakdance demonstrations and 

workshops. Come and join us in a celebration 

of all aspects of Hip Hop - from the music to 

graffiti to movement to conversation! This 

is more than a good time - this is learning 

through authentic experience.

the

the
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ARTWORKS
Apocalypse

A play on social media’s prevalence in daily life 

aimed at bringing it out of the virtual & into the 

tangible, allowing people to collaboratively shape 

the space. Attached to the Instaburner camp, a 

tongue-in-cheek vision of social media in a post-

apocalyptic future. Come play! 

Acid Rain

Enjoy the rain…

Africa Unite

A series of floating forms casting shadows on 

the ground. Seemingly randomly arranged forms 

carefully manufactured and constructed so that 

at a specific time of day (12:30-1:30pm), their 

shadows will align to cast the iconic shape of the 

African continent on the ground.

Apollo Pod

It’s 1969 and you’re gathered around a radio 

(because in those days, in South Africa, there was 

no TV) listening to the crackly broadcasts of the 

Apollo 11 astronauts. They’re on an 8-day mission to 

the moon. Will they make it safely there and back? 

What will they find? Take yourself back in time and 

recapture some of that beautiful, breathless sense 

of wonder as humans set foot on another world for 

the first time. By The Moon Units. 

As above so below

The three dead sparrows highlight the ignorance 

we have for those that die around us unless we’re 

family, friends or loved ones. Whatever your beliefs, 

we have a responsibility to everything around us, 

regardless of our ties to it. Put out a bird feeder, 

buy a bicycle and travel with it, take a day off 

every now & then to admire that which survives 

on no money, and teach yourself to look at your 

world from a loving, sustainable point of view - one 

that includes all beings on the planet. By Herne’s 

Hunters.

Ashes to Wishes, Dust to Light!

Patterns, it’s all patterned. The more details 

revealed, the more of yourself you perceive. Webs 

with ebbs and flows. Nothing is static. Everything 

dances with seductive expectation. Those subtle 

gestures that linger your heart to awaken to the 

beat. Artworks to inspire you to write your soul’s 

lingered longings and allow it to freely transcend. 

Our very own wishing well and Wailing Wall, we 

fondly call her Ashes to Wishes, Dust to Light! By 

Fairy Dust. 

Big MacHunt

A giant inverted ‘M’ which burners that you’ll 

instantly recognise. We’ll be burning it with an 

equally infamous effigy on Saturday night - join us 

as we sacrifice the gods of consumerdom! By Dr 

Wungs Leery Pranksters. 

Block Ups

AfrikaBurn is a giant playground for the individual 

with a connection to their inner child. Our artwork 

acts as a connection to your childhood with 

interactive Tetris blocks that you can play with. 

We hope to spread a sense of playfulness and 

innocence through our artwork, bringing people 

back to their own pasts and childhoods. By 

Archetype Magazine. 

Bottles

Alcohol is one of the biggest tricksters of all, 

sometimes smoothing things over, sometimes 

creating havoc. Be a magician yourself and help 

transform these ordinary, everyday bottles into 

a musical instrument to create a themed sound 

experience. By The Drunken Sailors. 

Bubble

Bubble is about bringing people together and 

connecting with each other, and in doing so, 

creating magic. Come dance in the bubbles, no 

matter your age. By Hand-in-Hand. 

Cosmic Ignition

Harness the sun’s power by collective participation. 

Steady hands are needed to light the Mother 

Flame. Come hold a mirror, reflecting sunlight to 

ignite the sculpture using collective power! Harness 

the suns rays and light the flame of AB. By the 

Mother Flame Collective. 

Curtain Wall

Flat bar, mild steel, SA pine. By Ross Jenkin. 

Daisies Of Our Lives

Come and play in our Decadent Daisy Field. Poke 

your heads through the magical daisy petals for 

a memorable photo opportunity. Then join us on 

the dancefloor for some awesome tjoons by DJ 

Rocksta. By the Wonderlekka Woeskus Desert 

Daisies

Dark Side of the That’s no Moon

I’ve been mad for fucking years. Absolutely years. 

I’ve been over the edge for yonks. I’ve been 

working with bands so long. I mean crikey! …

no wait…Look at him. He’s headed for that small 

moon. I think I can get him before he gets there... 

he’s almost in range! The small moon begins to 

take on the appearance of a monstrous spherical 

battle station. That’s no moon! By There Be Yet 

More Geeks. 

Desert Sun Garden

An interactive sculpture, a space to chill & take a 

deep breath, whilst Tankwa Town rolls by. By Sol. 

Efishy and the Post-Fukushima Experience 

Good G-Reef! The Merry Prawnsters and the Trash 

Cabaret will be hosting a fantastic stage / projection 

/ aquarium for the desert air. Floating fish will be fin 

by hairy jowl with musicians and circus Artistes. Fire 

and flames will be underwater, and you’re invited to 

create more scaly and tentacled critters to display & 

play with. Take a Rock Cod to your tent tonight! 

Eternal Flame

The Virgin Bell sounds but the flame be snatched 

by tricksy pixies, a playful plan hatched. To the Flow 

Arts camp they steal away to light the embers of 

the Eternal Flame. By day, simmering in the elven 

Ankh and by night flamed fingers its Blessing Drum 

caress. As the first star rises in the gathering of each 

dusk, we welcome you to set your blessings alight. 

Once all are collected before the San Clan burns, 

our wishes will rise from a myriad sparks. One fire to 

ignite them all, through The Dance Of 1000 Flames 

- our blessings to the universe will soar. By the Flow 

Arts Commune. 

Face in the Crowd

An artwork by Michelle Grobler Marais, that 

resonates the spirit of AfrikaBurn - a cacophony of 

individuals, layers, removing their daily veils and 

embracing the spirit of uniqueness, coming together 

in a play of fools and lovers, poets and painters. 

Embrace your true self. Truth is in the eye of the 

beholder. By The Disco Desert Creatures. 

Fire & Bronze under the Wattle Tower

The Goodwin Foundry has funded the last two 

AfrikaBurn projects of the Dandylions - the Fear 

Gods (2012), The Wattle Tower & The Earth Pods 

(2013). At this year’s AfrikaBurn we are presenting a 

bronze casting into the Tankwa sand, in appreciation 

and celebration of the Foundry and the Festival. 

We will melt 60 kg’s of bronze in a furnace under 

the Wattle Tower and pour the molten metal into 

an image carved out of the Tankwa earth. After the 

casting the bronze image will be exhibited for all to 

see and donated to AfrikaBurn. 

Flight Club

Flight Club is a performance space, a three 

dimensional stage, a theatre where the players are 

not tied to the ground. Flight Club is also a learning 

space, where you can take those first steps to dance 

in the air. We want to entertain you, we want to 

let you play, and for those who have never tried it 

before we want to teach you. By the Flight Club 

Collective.

Flower spider

It’s a new type of magical creature that exists where 

nature and engineering meet. It’s an idea that came 

into my head that I had to make. By James Clayton 

aka Pyjama Dreadnought

Flux / Smelt

Project Smelt embodies the phoenix theme of 

rebirth. Associated with fire/sun, a phoenix obtains 

new life by arising from the ashes of its predecessor, 

regenerated or reborn etc. Because of its ability 

to die and come back to life, the meaning of the 

phoenix has a foundation of resurrection. Furnace 

represents the womb, which gets burnt and gives 

birth to the artwork. By Iron Age Smelt.

Geoasis

Step out, and into a geometric oasis in a storm of 

ideas. Let Geoasis cradle you in its nest, while you 

ponder your navel or the skies from within a lightly 

sheltered, patterned geodesic dome that chimes 

with sensory sound in geometric dimensions. By 

Some Assembly Required. 

Giant Jenga

Come and play a round of Giant Jenga with us! 

Challenge your friends and see who will be the first 

to topple the tower.

Graphoasis

Graphoasis celebrates the environment: how we use 

it and what it means to be in it. Taking into account 

the climate of the Karoo, the site-specific installation 

speaks to the climate and yet demonstrates man’s 

ability to work with the elements. It allows viewers to 

read graffiti shapes created by light and texture; this 

way the installation becomes experiential as tags are 

traditionally applied and read on wall-like structures. 

Graphoasis thus attempts to provide an alternative 

and temporal reading of language.

Helix Sanclan - Miniature Sanclan 

Hope Tunnel 

Hope Tunnel demonstrates a regulated standardised 

building block of form externally, yet offers an 

unexpected experiential tactile material journey 

through an undulating tunnel surface within. It is an 

extended threshold into something that represents 

free form within boundaries and is the result of a 

combination of many process art experiments.

KAIROS 

Representing the evolution of the species at the level 

of developmental awakenings, as opposed to slow 

steady growth as we understand evolution. In this 

context, with the Flame Flow pipes, it represents 

the development in understanding of sound. Only 7 

shows of 7 min each. By Amsel and Reynold. 

Intensegrity 

Take the journey out of the buzz and into a 

space that allows you to reflect. This dark mark 

has been left by man on the environment, like 

the void, pregnant with potential. Be beneath 

the intensegrity structure and let it defy your 

perception of the physical laws of the material 

world.

Kaggen

Kaggen is the supreme god of the Bushmen. He 

was the creator of life in the formative period, in 

which animals had not yet been separated into 

their species or separated from people. He gave 

the gift of speech and fire to the First People and is 

said to have created the moon and dictated when 

rainmaking rituals were to be performed. Kaggen 

is a shape-shifting trickster God, most often seen 

in the form of the praying mantis, who shuttles the 

borders between the mythological past and the 

here-and-now. The trickster’s errant wanderings 

frequently take him to the world of humans, whose 

antic ways he reacts to with bemusement and with 

an irrepressible urge to stir things up. By Collective 

Unconscious. 

Lantern Tree Labyrinth

Walk the labyrinth. Walk the ancient pattern onto 

your soul. Release yourself into your walking. 

Reach the still centre, where you can place your 

own symbol and meaning into the tree. The 

labyrinth is only as useful, as it is used. The more 

it is walked the more energy is invested in it for 

your own next visit, and those of your fellow 

burners. Include a labyrinth walk in your daily 

rhythm. It is your walking meditation, while the 

Karoo landscape and starscape revolve around 

your beating heart and rhythmic footsteps. By 

Cottage Seven. 

Leonardo’s Lounge

Come and sit in the shade on our swinging couch 

under the Leonardo bridge and see a pea sized 

earth in a 1.8 km radius solar system! Solar System 

/ Planet Way to Scale (1 : 2 490 000 000). By 

KREM. 

Light  Intensity

Bring on the light and watch the intensity. Join 

us at night to let yourself be mesmerized in our 

mushroom garden.

Lilith & the Garden of Eden 

A mythological story to experience and remember, 

of eternal metaphors of duality and oneness. The 

serpent eats its tail in the eternal cycle of life and 

death, churning us in the forces of nature, creation 

and destruction, up and down...  Not one without 

the other. Eating and birthing ourselves in the 

physical universe. Flowers of fertility, procreation 

and the sexes. archetypes of male and female, man 

and woman, remembering the original goddess. A 

fusion of sculpture and performance (stillness and 

movement) in a multimedia collaboration. white 

paper and steel installation lit from within by Daya. 

Horned creatures by New Moon Collective lead 

us to burn. Performance by Jutta and co. Visual 

projection by Kirsti. 

Many-One-None

The sculpture is made up of graphic cutouts 

of recently extinct species, hovering above the 

viewer in a seemingly random fragmented cloud. 

Assemble at the sculpture at a designated time 

each day for a message to be revealed. This 

message will assemble and be visible for a brief 

moment and then disintegrate again. Before you 

journey on across the Binnekring you pause briefly 

and contemplate what has been communicated.  

Metal Garden

Pieter Hugo (a horseman of note) started 

experimenting with used horse shoes and wire. 

With the artistic assistance of his wife, Sterna 

Hugo, they created a few interesting pieces. This 

artwork is a combination of pieces created by them 

and carried on by Werner Van Der Walt.  It is an 

interesting recreation or depiction of the Garden of 

Eden. By Metal Garden. 

Mythology

If we sat (quietly) in a desert place and listened, 

would we hear the thoughts of those that have 

gone before us? And if we could hear such 

thoughts, in what manner would they echo across 

the desert within us? Come and meditate to the 

poetry, writing, philosophy, and rhetoric of both 

the wise and of fools. By the Traveling Carnival 

People. 

Nkandla, Mon Amour

A video/burn installation, a once-off opportunity 

to see your tax money go up in flame. By the Sinai 

Collective. 

Open House

Experience the power of inclusion and 

participatory design at Open House, a design-build 

which harnesses the power of the collective. The 

design you experience has been made possible 

through the collective efforts and support of the 

broader community. Each pallet that will be laid 

down has been sponsored through crowdsourcing, 

making Open House a design-build that is for the 

people by the people. You made this possible so 

come and enjoy it!

Pipe Dreams

An interactive multiplayer instrument / art 

installation, providing a vehicle for self-expression 

through polyrhythmic harmony within a broader 

group dynamic. Explore your own unique creative 

musical expression within the wider unified 

harmony of humanity. By Synchro-ni-City. 

Prism Vortex

Hundreds of rows of colourful string intersecting 

to create a tapestry of amazing effects. Over 

200 hand-made woolen prisms make up this 

piece - come and be amazed by the beauty that 

can be achieved with simple materials and human 

inspiration. 

Robot Fantasy

If you were a Robot, what would your fantasy be? 

By gASH works. 

Skaap III - Baa baa baa. 

Sneaky Sound Lounge

 We live in a world where visual stimulation reigns 

supreme. Our other four senses are equally as 

powerful and are at times somewhat neglected. 

The Sneaky Sound Lounge focuses on our auditory 

capacities - this is a world where it has to be heard 

to be believed. By The Whisperers. 

Princesses, Plumbers and Castles 

A life-size interactive installation of the classic 

1980s game Super Mario Bros, complete with brick 

boxes to punch, coin sounds, and hidden chocolate 

surprises. Built with love and care in remembrance 

of our own warrior princess, Natalie Cohen, as a 

celebration of the wonder she had for the world 

around her and her love of all things magical. By 

We Are The Walrus. 

Stick Man

Release the energy into a midnight fire of a 

burning stickman. 

THE STOFADIL TRAIL 

Since the birth of Afrikaburn a band of erstwhile 

stofadil hunters have patrolled the R355, fending 

off the stofadils lying in wait of travelling Burners. 

Their bravery and dedication are often under-

estimated as many Burners are ignorant about just 

how dangerous the stofadil can be. These hunters 

fish for klipvis that have been maliciously placed by 

the stofadils on the well-travelled trail. A display of 

the various stofadil has been erected throughout 

Tankwa to bring about education, awareness and 

caution. Beware - even when you think you are 

safe, the stofadils are plotting your downfall.

Subterrafuge

Designed to refer to and comment on the 

ongoing attempts of exploiting the immediate 

surrounding area for financial profit in the guise 

of beneficial progress. The size, the aggressive 

shapes and the piercing of the earth of the piece 

refer to the potential damage done by fracking 

and other industrial exploitation of the Karoo. The 

juxtaposed soft blending in colour of the piece 

as well as its floating appearance at night refers 

to the attempted sugar-coating of such industrial 

ventures. By Group X. 

Sub-purgatory

In order to remind you where you come from, while 

keeping you in touch with where humanity stands 

now, the installation juxtaposes artificial light 

reflections with stars in order to bring these two 

together as a symbol of a purgatory state. Come 

city, shake hands with the stars. Introduce yourself 

to the juxtaposition between the city lights and the 

night sky. By Nefelibata. 

Taking Flight

Rising from the ashes of the red lotus flower... 

the immortal peacock. Spinning and swirling and 

dancing to show off his spectacular plumage, his 

head held high with the pride of displaying all 

the individual galaxies that lie in the eyes of his 

feathers. He rides with the energies that bind us 

all and in the heat of the moment, he lets go of all 

things real and takes flight. By The Inside Outskirts 

(Absolotusly). 

The Clan / The Interpreter

A dream. An avatar. A ritual device. The Hare’s 

head is part mask, part helmet. Protected. Hidden. 

An identity concealed, sometimes revealed. A 

synthesis of opposites: the duality of nature/

technology; light/dark; male/female; life/death. 

The arm is raised in honor of Nelson Mandela. 

Rolihlahla: the troublemaker, the visionary. 

Robotic logic can compete with traditional 

values. Technology seduces ancestral wisdoms. 

By virtue of lessons, often convoluted, sometimes 

contradictory, it reminds us we cannot shirk the 

spirit. By Technology. Nature. Tradition.

Crew: Brendan Smithers, Hoosain Gamieldien, 

Erefaan Haywood, Fritz Joubert, Simon Dunckley, 

Marinus Kriek, Belinda Clark, Marco Nagel, 

Cameron Richards, Nicolene Van Der Walt, Oliver 

Bruce, Tony Walters, Paul Andrew Parker Alex 

Wheeler, Glen Wolter, Georgina Bruce, Monique 

Schiess, Marco Guidetti, Paul Honig, Kurt 

Siegfried, Jeremy Du Preez, Curtley Beukes, Byron 

Antonie, Ebrahiem Du Preez, David Lento, Igsaan 

Baradien, Akiem Faustino, Tas Oliver, Frederick 

Nyathi, Elzaan Wilson, Aghmat Ismail, Blessing 

Muchinapo, Michael Manuel, Greg Cleaver, Zea 

Ames,  Mansoor Samuels, Moegamat Fagoedien, 

Marie Christen, Kathrin Mielke, Henk Van Niekerk, 

Robert Weinek, Catherine Nicks, Schalk Van Der 

Merwe, Ismail Samuels, Paul Grose, Jano January, 

Gary Good, Debbie Cornell and the small Israeli 

guy.

The Cosmic Pacemaker

Time here is malleable and inconsistent, 

experienced not as the harsh regularity of minutes 

and seconds but rather as a flow of experiences 

built by those around us. Leave your default world 

time behind and set your clock to the rhythm 

of the Tankwa Town heartbeat. Experience the 

intricate inner workings of the cosmic pacemaker, 

and maybe lend a hand - give it a wind and keep 

the good times flowing. By The Timekeepers. 

The Kissing Tree

You are invited to explore, live, love, devour, 

shower, conquer, delight, entertain, seduce or 

enchant someone with a kiss… “The most eloquent 

silence; that of two mouths meeting in a kiss.”

The Inbetween

A collection of photographs submitted by the 

general public to share their own lives, their own 

routines, their own families with one another. 

Maybe we can all see that we’re as vastly different 

(and jarringly the same) no matter where we 

come from. “I know I was born and I know that 

I’ll die. The in between is mine.” - Pearl Jam. By 

Popular Aesthetics. 

The Living Room

A geodesic dome is an ecological structure, a 

skeletal shell where the conception of social 

intervention, interdependence and self-reliance 

occurs. Come climb on it, chill in, play music, 

perform, sleep, massage, whatever, the space 

is yours. There shall be set activities during the 

day such as dancing, meditation and workshops 

involving container gardening, eco-auditing the 

home, making preserves, activating public spaces, 

art of living and co-counseling, poetry writing 

and much more. We invite you to inoculate the 

space and participate via learning or contributing 

a workshop, performance, massage,game, or 

simply a piece of you to make me smile. By The 

Living Room. 

The Looking Glass

This artwork challenges the perception of our own 

images of our true selves. It aims to spread the 

message that all human beings are multifaceted 

and often things are not as we imagine them 

to be. It provides a platform for participants to 

reflect upon themselves. To look past what they 

see in the mirror. To realise we are human beings 

in the true sense of the word. We are being. We 

grow. We change. We reflect. We continue on 

for infinity even beyond the physical realm. By 

Steampunk Saloon. 

The Masheen...

Of steamy origin between lovers in a predicament 

of an shut iron curtain hanging on a wall, The 

Masheen was born to soothe the inner aches of 

an unreachable heart. The wake of its power was 

not shielded from others and they were bathed 

in the light leading to unity where it had shone. 

Some darkness followed and its light was cast far 

to the west and the age of new love was found 

in Gaea and child. The light now lingers here. By 

Fire in the Sky. 

The MOOP Manifesto

MOOP - A strange colloquial term thrown around 

at Burner gatherings around the world. But what 

does this strange four letter word, which sounds 

strangely like ‘poop’, really mean? The MOOP 

Manifesto aims to expose the concept of MOOP 

and that of the Leave No Trace ethos, to all 

citizens of Tankwa Town upon their arrival, and 

through the mechanism of participation, edify and 

illuminate. By The Seedlings. 

The MOOPani Tree (BURN) 

A symbol to raise awareness of the careful 

management of MOOP and pollution for the 

betterment of our planet. The tree is a symbol 

of life and endurance. The 2D tree cut-outs 

represents our failure to fully appreciate nature. 

The MOOP represents our lack of awareness and 

our problems with pollution. The MOOPani Tree’s 

message is simple - RECONNECT WITH OUR 

PLANET - REUSE, REPURPOSE, RECYCLE! By 

Artvark Taxi Association. 

The NowNow Tree

Is your event or activity feeling a little homeless? 

Mama South Afrika has got you covered under 

the branches of the NowNow Tree. This beautiful 

structure offers comfort, shade and light so you 

can focus your energy on what you do best. 

Advertise your activity on the blackboard or 

continue the story in the Great Book. Whatever 

you do, remember the tree operates on African 

time, because the slower you move the more time 

you have to groove! By The NowNow Tribe. 

The Octopus’s Garden

The Octopus invites you to play in his cave of 

crocheted coral. Come wonder at the beauty of 

the ocean world, recreated here in wool. Look out 

at the playa and into your heart. Let the Garden 

shelter you from the scorching sun and consider 

the importance of our natural world. Is it craft? Is it 

art? Is it Craftivism? Should there be a distinction? 

Come and contemplate the small, the large, the 

infinite, your navel - relax and enjoy. The Octopus 

and his Gardeners have made this place for you. By 

The Gardeners. 

The Offering (BURN) 

Because of the honour it has bestowed on us to 

create this space and nurture its architecture, its 

interaction and burning ceremony, we would like 

to raise a new sculpture from the dust... Where 

Solace ‘held’ and Compression ‘opened’, The 

Offering ‘gives’. This evolution makes the best of 

all the interactions and responses of the previous 

sculptures. By the Temple Crew. 

The Seed

An exploration of a fractal incentive. Radiating in 

form, light and sound to explore the inner, while 

finding the outer and moving back again. A mirror 

to the grand illusion, a seed from which you may 

transpire. By Fractal Seed. 

The Slinger

The Slinger’s a swing that’s hung on a ring, With a 

circle of poles in very deep holes, Come shoot the 

breeze on our trippy trapeze, Explore your body 

in a magical breeze, It’s a natural high you’ll get 

when you fly, How will YOU play when you swing 

to the sky?, A full body workout or a delightful 

spin, flinging you into the child within! (By The 

Slingsters) 

The Tankwa Three (BURN) 

The Tankwa Three, Naked, adrift in desert and sea, 

Lost and lonely in the cracks of community, Cloth 

us, create us,, Care for us, and cradle us. Your lust 

for what is just. (By Better with Blatjang)  

The Whispering Forest

A space to let your secrets out, to lose your words, 

and find solace and anonymity in the thoughts of 

others. The Secret Keeper listens to our words, the 

Whispering Forest divulges them gently. By The 

Whisperers. 

Time and Relative Dimension in Space

If you see a Police Box...it might be the TARDIS, so 

be careful! Life is never the same after you’ve had 

adventures on different worlds and centuries, so 

enter at your own risk! 

Totem of Radical Self-Expression (BURN) 

Inspiring a sense of wonder seldom found 

outside the writing of Lewis Carroll, here grows 

a psychedelic forest of mushrooms in the desert. 

Providing shade by day, and a pulsing beacon of 

lights by night, it stirs your creativity, and presents 

you with a blank canvas at its base. Radical Self-

Expression: come add your voice. By the Flow Arts 

Community. 

Touch and Feel Treasure Hunt

Come find a hidden treasure! FEEL the love...

Trickshaw Pickshaw

Come for a ride on Trickshaw Pickshaw. A regular 

Rickshaw with a trick up its sleeve. Just sit back, be 

yourself and enjoy the ride. By The Lazy Lions. 

True Story

Ordinary things are simultaneously miraculous, 

ordinary people ineffably unique. Look inside and 

find a tiny, unexpected world shapeshifting through 

magic, illusion and the telling of stories. By Little 

Miracles. 

Watchers

As you take in the wonderful sights of AfrikaBurn, 

the Watchers take you in. Are the Watchers 

benevolent viewers, appreciating the unique art 

that is you ? Or are they examining you with a more 

nefarious intent?

Do they have your back? Or are they on your six? 

Are you the observer, or the observed? These 

mute tricksters are not keen to say. By Technical 

Imaginings. 

Wind Catcher 

A long-line Aeolian harp, an ancient form of musical 

instrument played by the wind. Wind Catcher uses 

a 50m-long cord strung between two high points 

to ‘catch’ the wind. A resonator amplifies the 

vibrations in the string caused by the wind, and 

makes them audible. Tune into the wind!

WonderVille (BURN) 

WonderVille 2014 is designed to create a focal 

point for children to express themselves through 

their artistic involvement and vivid imagination, 

in creating a fantasy play world. Also providing 

the forum for kids to interact with other kids from 

across the playa . . .The houses are large enough 

to accommodate 3 small children or 1 large adult, 

suitably folded :) Children of all ages - 3 to 93 - 

jump in and enjoy yourselves! 

zoetrope

Before motion pictures, there was an invention 

called the zoetrope which created the illusion of 

movement by spinning a cylinder with a sequence 

of images arranged on its inner surface.Here we 

have a slightly different version using a converted 

bicycle!

There are schedules and then 
something lovely happens - weather 
pops up, someone offers you a piña 
colada...time here is elastic, or “-ish”. 
There are scheduled events and there 
are ones that will pop up from time 
to time, so keep your eyes peeled. If 
there’s a crowd forming have a squizz: 
chance is, something fabulous is 
happening.

Performance and event schedule:

DAILY

Mid-morning: Bellydancing lessons at 
Camp Swallowers of Time
Evenings: Perfomance, live music and 
belly dance

THURSDAY

2 – 4: Take to the sky: kite building
4 - late: Take to the sky: kite flying
5pm: Takwa Rugby Cup Final
Evening: Battle for Tankwa

FRIDAY

10am – eFishy Post-Fukushima Seafood 
Experience lantern workshop
5pm E-fishy Post-Fukushima Seafood 
Experience performance
8pm – flux smelt
Saturday 3RD
2pm – Mighty Moop Parade
2PM – Mass Purple Wedding (at Camp 
M*A*S*H*E*D)
3:30pm – Critical Tits Rambunctious 
Topless Parade
7pm – Fire & Bronze at The Wattle 
Tower.
8:30pm - Dance of 1000 Flames
9pm – Clan: The Interpreter (burn)

SUNDAY

5pm - Prayer to the new moon at Lilith 
& The Garden Of Eden

Alpha & Omega

Two short one-woman operas about 
destruction and creation. The libretti 
were created from different myths 
regarding creation and destruction from 
cultures around the world. With Christl 
Weinbeck interpreting the words and 
music, Stephan Gericke on violin and 
Gerard Geyser on alto sax. By Franco 
Prinsloo and Pieter Bezuidenhout.

Battle for Tankwa

A miniature war re-enacted on a stage 
resembling a scaled down version 
of 2014’s Binnekring. A once-off 
interactive performance on the evening 
of the 1st of May. By Knoetze, Webster 
and Baard Productions.

Bob Blawblaw - Tankwa Town Lawyer

Blawblaw & Associates, Divorce 
Specialists. All day every day, Tankwa 
Town’s own 1920’s law firm. A (dis)
functional law practice offering free 
legal advice. Sunrise, sunset, whenever.

Mass Purple Wedding

Come and get married to a stranger 
or perhaps renew your vows to 
a loved one at the Mass Purple 
Wedding outside M*A*S*H*E*D camp 
at 2 pm on Saturday. All those to be 
betrothed should be wearing purple 
and have relaxed views on monogamy. 
Newlyweds might like to consummate 
their union in the TARDIS with the 

blessing of our cult leader, the wholly 
irreverent Reverend of the Fornicated 
United Church of the Karoo. Bishop Loon 
will also be hearing confessions and 
offering penances to sinners.

Critical Tits Rambunctious Topless 
Parade

Hand-fulls, gazoombas, bee-stings, 
flatties, innies, outies, mama-boobs, 
planks, squinties, inflatables, fried eggs, 
pink boobs, brown boobs, southward 
bounds, boobs of nubes, boobs with 
pubes, and boobs like tubes. Bring 
what yo mama, yo gran-mama and yo 
great gran-mama gave ya and join our 
rambunctious topless parade around 
the perimeter of the Playa. Critical Tits 
is a safe, liberating event that enables 
women of all glorious shapes and sizes 
to celebrate their bodies. Strictly no 
photos without permission!
15:30 - 16:00 - Nipplecap Making and 
Boob-bedazzling Workshop
16:00 - 16:10 - Optional Pro photobooth 
by Ringflashguy
16:10 - 16:30 - Burlesque Tassel-twirling 
dance class
16:30 - 18:00 Critical Tits Rambunctious 
Topless Parade

My Bruttar

An example of an ongoing performance 
art experiment, exploring the elements 
of flow, spontaneity, concept and 
expression by bringing together visual 
art, music and dance to induce a state 
of trance. Croak consists of 4 members, 
a pianist and singer, a guitarist, a bassist 
and a drummer. The music is virtuosic 
and ethereal, combining a wide variety 
of genres, including rock, classical music 
and eastern elements. Their 45 minute 
set accompanies the “pythian painter” 
while she, through interpretive dance, 
creates an expressionistic painting on a 
large canvas. By Croak and the Pythian 
Painter.

Dance of 1000 Flames

Come one, come all to witness the 
amazing Dance of 1000 Flames, as the 
fire dancers of Tankwa Town dance a 
ceremonial fire show in honour of the 
Clan before it is burned to the ground. 
8pm Saturday 3rd.

Dress The Opera Singer

A stage on which an opera singer stands 
for an hour with a sign, saying “DRESS 
THE OPERA SINGER” An assortment 
of costume items, all recyclable, will be 
available for participants to dress her 
in whatever they find suitable. After 
the hour, the singer will perform brief 
excerpts from operas/arias from operas, 
in the costume she has been dressed in. 
By Krissy Peterssen.

eFishy & The Post-Fukushima Seafood 
experience

After the Fukushima fallout, nuclear 
fishin hit the seas. Threads of Strontium 
made their addled ways into our waters, 
producing strange illuminated sea 
creatures, grown to incredible size and 
capable of astounding stuntwork, agility 
and musicality. The Post Fukushima 
Seafood Dance Floor Experience is an 
interactive event, in which their many 
talents will be exposed. By The Merry 
Prawnsters.

Give Him Jesse Rock-Blues Band

Bringing Texas rock to AfrikaBurn! We 
will perform our music like animals 
proudly as Africans! Come see us live 
and join in on the passionate experience 
and learn more about the origin of blues.

Manouche Gypsy Jazz

Manouche contains a mouthful 
from Muizenberg, a sprinkle from 
Stellenbosch, a nibble from Noordhoek 
and a  fiery bite from Fish Hoek. They 

come together to share the wonder and 
foot-tapping beauty that is known as 
Gypsy Jazz.

Nkandla, Mon Amour
A video/burn installation, a once-off 
opportunity to see your tax money go 
up in flames. By the Sinai Collective.

Take to the Skies

Sun and sky. Dust and wind. Be part 
of the desert - join us as we take to 
the skies. 2 - 4pm each day we kick 
off with a kite building session where 
everything you need will be provided 
and awesome Burners will help you 
along the way. Make it your own. Make 
it spectacular. 4pm: Once the blazing 
heat subsides come join us for a 
communal kite fly and be part of the 
spectre as we fill the afternoon.

Tankwa Rugby Cup Final

Tankwa Boelies are the favourites 
again. Join our Support: The Pomp 
Pomp Girls. (no Blue Bull supporters 
allowed close to Pomp Pomp Girls). 
May Rugby win on the day! Witness the 
Tankwa Rugby Cup Final. The Tankwa 
Boelies vs No opposition (we hope). 
16h00 ish on Friday, in front of Burning 
Mail. The Tankwa Boelies beg for your 
support. National Anthem, Quality 
Rugby and star-studded Pomp Pomp 
Girls on show.

The Cosmic Dancer

The Cosmic Dancer is a Tricksterof 
Time. Music and dance are 
fundamentally based on Time and yet 
each song/dance can shape-shift into 
an Eternal Timeless Experience which 
is the state of The Cosmic Dancer. 
This Trickster changes form, cross 
and creates boundaries, challenges 
status quo and uses tools like guitar, 
keyboards, drums, accordion, swords, 

fans, wings, veil and fire. Come and join 
a sunset show or an informal daytime 
bellydance lesson. We will also do 
‘travelling performances’ - welcome 
us into your camp for dance & song! 
Sunset shows Monday to Thursday. 
Bellydance lessons mid-mornings. 
Colourful kites. By Camp Swallowers 
of Time.  

The Lost Couple Lose Their Luggage

A squadron of otherworldly grannies, 
nannas and gogos erupt onto the 
burn, bringing dignified maternal 
care and elderly wicked mischief 
in equal measure. Packs of uptight 
and efficient businessmen prowl the 
desert, scheming, plotting, town 
planning, auditing, evaluating as they 
go. A kaleidoscopic rag tag group of 
conservative foreign tourists roam the 
Burn, on a journey from scandal and 
profound voyeuristic shock, to wild 
assimilation and integrated abandon. 
The Lost Couple are back, with their 
lost luggage. By Lost Couplings.

The Pedestrian Peep Show

Wondrous delights await therein, stop, 
wait & take a look.

Tower of ZOR

A God of Fire descends to earth from 
the center of the Sun spinning his 
colossal solar flares in a fantastic Fire.

Trajectory

A piece of performance art combining 
dance, gesture and mundane 
movement, which presents three bodies 
as three celestial bodies - to move is to 
move land and sky. Three orbitals play 
out their separate trajectories (islands, 
as is the human experience), searching 
for crossed paths. The Sky wreaks 
havoc on the unsuspecting humans 
below!

Invoking the gospel of “-ish” 
these times are approximate 
and subject to change due to 
weather and artists whim. The 
very big burns are usually on 
schedule though, don’t miss 
them.

THURSDAY 1ST

10am

Cosmic Ignition

Nkandla Mon Amour

8pm             

The Stick Man

Octodicci

 

FRIDAY 2ND

Dusk:             

MOOPani Tree

SMELT

Many One None

Kaggen

11pm               

Reflection 

SATURDAY 3RD

Sunset

Lost Horizons

Taking flight

7pm             

Graphoasis

8pm             

The Big Mac Hunt

9pm              

The Clan – The Interpreter

12am             

Subterrafuge

SUNDAY 4TH

Dusk

Lilith and the Garden of Eden

6pm             

Wonderville

7pm:             

The Offering 

(this is a silent burn)

BURN 
SCHEDULE

Love Your Planet on 7de Laan

Relax and experiences all things hemp like hemp 

carpets, couches, cushions, rope, hammocks and 

mint & hemp leaf (low THC) tea, nutritious hemp 

seeds and even get some hemp oil to moisturise 

that dry skin (if you’re lucky maybe even a hemp 

oil massage). Coupled with the famed “Love your 

Planet Caravan of Love” and a crew of tricksters 

and trickstresses, this is a haven of hope for a 

greener future. Pull in to say high. By the Love Your 

Planet Collective.

M*A*S*H*E*D

Back, bigger and better than ever! Not only is the 

Truck of Love rocking ‘n rolling around banging 

out the usual racket, we also have a fully functional 

TARDIS! Travel through time and space with 

Doctor Who and his bevvy of lovely assistants. Get 

married at the Mass Purple Wedding outside our 

camp at 2pm Saturday. After a hard day on the 

slopes, pull into our Swiss Alpine chalet ‘Faraway 

from Farinet’ for apres ski cocktails and a shumli 

fumli. Open for a couple hours around sunset. 

On Thursday from 7pm we have a Kid’s Disco for 

sprogs, teens and in-betweens.

Metastofasis

Pancakes and coffee from 10ish

Midnight Sessions

Take your ears and eyes on a cultural musical 

experience. Indie/folk/blues and who knows what 

will come up in this tricky theatre of projected 

concerts.

Mystical Lounge of Body as Art

To mould and forge one’s identity, to let the outer 

self reflect the inner image, to express oneself 

as one truly is or would like to be and using the 

body as an art form are our themes. Have your 

face painted in ethnic designs, adorn your choice 

of body part with the San Clan image,  have your 

hair braided, get a unique stylish henna design, or 

get body-painted and maybe have a coffee or a 

cocktail until they run out. Or just come and use 

your artistic talents to adorn your fellow burners. 

By the Eclectic Corporeal Artistry.

Over The Hills And Faar Away

A meeting/play space for the children. A  jungle 

gym to play and swing on, storytelling, puppet 

shows, a decorate your bike corner with recycled 

materials, board games, baseball games, hopscotch 

tournament, hula hoops, diablos, childrens yoga, 

mandala colouring in. A creative hangout play 

space for the children. It will be open to anyone 

with a great idea for holding child oriented 

workshops or activities. By The Dreamweaver.

Pedals For Peace

Bicycles transported to Tankwa Town for people 

who have pre-ordered them. Bikes will be 

distributed and maintained by the camp team. All 

bikes gifted back will be distributed to identified 

communities in the Tankwa Town district. 

Pyramid Scheme

Not for the faint of heart and not your mother’s 

favourite sokkie jol. Not where you will meet the 

love of your life - but if you love raving like a nutter 

and making out like a teenager at a house party, 

come and visit. See you at sunset! By The RAY 

Collective.

Rust n Dust

Our very own Braai & Draai-Vleis! Wednesday is 

Potjie-Day, Friday is Spitbraai-Day... or for that 

sweet tooth, grab some marshmellows from the 

gals at Candyland and toast ‘em on our all-night-

every-night bonfire. Look for the palm trees, and 

listen for the reggae... we be jammin’!

Saloon do Barulho

Brazilian (SP) + South African (CPT) Psycodelia, 

concrete jungle in the desert, bright sun, warming 

love and (not so) cold caipirinhas from across the 

Atlantic Ocean straight to Tankwa Town!

Seed

We’re exploring a fractal incentive. Radiating in 

form, light and sound to explore the inner, while 

finding the outer and moving back again. A mirror 

to the grand illusion, a seed from which you may 

transpire.

Son of Man

Desert croquet, free tequila shots and an 

experimental silent disco.

Sonskyn en Wyn

Come and “whine a bit” - everyone welcome! Taste 

and drink some of the finest unfiltered low sulphur 

wines. Please bring a empty glass and fill it when 

you pass, or come lay on the deck, just make sure 

you convey respect. We’ll have braai drums, bring 

your chops & wood, the rest is moot. Artists and 

musicians come say hi, we would love to hear your 

notes fly...24/7 wine on tap. By Whine a Bit.

Space Cowboys

Tired of the badlands? Ride the lightning with the 

intergalactic Space Cowboys at our daily 3pm 

happy-hour sets - cool tunes & conversation with the 

friendliest Cowboys & Cowgirls in all of the cosmos. 

Gift bar available. Bring your own cup. Satisfaction 

guaranteed! Free cocktails from 15:30 each day, 

along with an assortment of other classy, unique, 

unheard of beverages.

Stasie Kaffee

Stasie Kaffee will be the spot to start your day with 

a boost of fantastic coffee, farm style bread and 

biscuits, happy music and colorful folk to amuse 

the mind. Old-world meets chaos every day from 9 

:30 till 12pm.

Still Lights

During the day come and write a message and 

place your Still Light candle and message in the 

meditation circle to remember your lost loved 

ones or to send your message of hope out into the 

universe. Every night the candles will be lit at 8pm at 

the Still Life Ceremony. Every day new candles and 

messages will be placed in the meditation circle and 

then lit each night.  Come and meditate during the 

day next to the Still Light Circle in our quiet place. 

By The Buses.

Super Fantastic General Store

We gift all sort of things you need out in the desert 

that you might have left behind; we screen print so 

bring a T-shirt and eat cake while you wait!

Swallowers of Time

Time is a Trickster. At SOT we swallow time through 

music, dance, fire, art - where each performance or 

creative impulse may become an Eternal Timeless 

Experience (ETE). The state of the ‘Cosmic Dancer’. 

The playing field of the Trickster cannot be forced 

though which is where you come in. Come and join 

a sunset show, informal daytime bellydance lessons, 

join us as a musician, maybe just enjoy our art 

projects, take yourself on a personal journey through 

our CAC (Capsule of Accurate Co-ordinates) or join 

relaxed Taichi / Qigung just before sunrise.

Tankwa Tunnels Bekpeckers

Fishing rods and a surfboard or two propped up in 

one corner, a bookshelf of travel books adjacent to a 

table of free tea & coffee in the other. Board games 

scattered about, travel and surf pictures on the walls. 

Chilled beats playing and a chalkboard displaying 

daily activities - the main event being Tarp Surfing 

sessions twice daily as well as other bekpecker 

activities through the day.

The AfrikaBurn People Picture Project

Continuing a Burn photographic journey, this year 

the ring flash is put down, don’t be shy, visit me 

inside my studio for portraits and all types of fun 

burning images. By Ringflashguy.

The Burning Bush

An interactive place of refreshment and Life 

featuring Shade by day and Fire by night. This is 

also a space for ‘big kids’ to leave their “little kids” 

in a secure creative enviroment while exploring the 

Binnekring.

The Burning Mail Post Office

Tankwa Town’s official post office. Send postcards 

and write letters to anywhere in the world! We’ve 

got especially designed postcards, vintage 

typewriters and crazy postal workers to entertain 

you. Look out for our mobile post office, the Big Red 

Post Van, and our Express Delivery Buggy, which 

sends inter-camp mail around Tankwa Town. ‘Wish 

you were here’ has never been easier!

The Chard Bar

A sophisticated Chardonnay bar for those who 

wonder a little further from the main party. Chill 

out with relaxing tunes and a glass of chilled 

Chardonnay.

The Binder

A castle for the rascals, to play at the burn. We all 

have a turn - bring your show or talk your talk. Bring 

your friends ‘cos that’s what we’re about. Putting 

on our show on the 1st to wake you up till the 3rd 

and take you through the night. Add something 

to the space or write your name on the line-up for 

Sunday Funday. We are always open and we keep 

the fire going. Respect the space and don’t leave 

your waste.

The Dark Room (text changes)

Smoken Token present a photo-exhibition by day, 

and an irey hip hop party by night. Check out photos 

of AfrikaBurns past and present. Selectas spinning 

bass, electronic, deep house, jungle, drum and bass, 

alternative, reggae & hip hop beats.

The Deck

A safari viewing deck where you can lounge with 

a G&T and view the magnificent Tankwa and its 

inhabitants. See what magical and mystical wildlife 

you can spot or simply enjoy a drink. By The Deck 

Collective.

The Not-So-Secret Garden Party

Where the grass is always greener and the flowers 

are always in bloom, gnomes roam freely and 

teapots, cups and saucers fly through the air in 

playful abandon. Bring your pot of tea and scones, 

your finest attire and join us for a garden party 

to remember! Titillating tunes and banging beats, 

a rolling lawn and fun & games will be the order 

of the day, kicking off at around middayish with 

afternoon tea served at 4pm. Sunrise to Sunset on 

Saturday. Brought to you by The Noble Savages.

The Red (not so) Cross

We were too cross last year with Camp X - and 

the Trickster Theme called for a return of the 

Ambivalance, so come come and get your aid at 

the Headquarters of the Red (not so) Cross. Daily 

laughter yoga, gifting of first aid, lemonade, special 

lists the severely hurt can see and plenty of riddles. 

By the NorMAL Crew.

The Stock Exchange

Come one and all and invest some of your liquid 

assets at The Stock Exchange! Our brokers promise 

to keep trades open from day into night. Want 

your drinks cold and your cocktails colder? Fancy a 

whisky, some wine or a beerie? Bring your own cup 

and we can make some sort of arrangement! While 

midget tossing is a maybe, our musical lineup and 

professional partying is a done deal. Meet you on 

Jol Street on the Binnekring.

Trash Cabaret and the post Fukushima Seafood 

Experience

A collection of crazy chaotic characters, eccentric 

artists, gorgeous girls and circus freaks. A diverse 

group of performers and the fish...well what can 

you say about people who create electric eels? 

Hosting workshops, teaching circus skills and 

making glowing Post-Fukushima fish lanterns for 

our amazing Friday evening parade. There will be 

a marching band and stage shows, come! By The 

Merry Prawnsters and the Trash Cabaret Collective.

The Tuturarium

You’ve arrived, had a little look around, and have 

found your wardrobe to be ... well ... a little dull, 

perhaps? Swing by and fashion yourself a tutu to 

get yourself dressed up for the party. Complete 

the look with wild / wonderful / colourful / creepy 

sugarskull facepaint. If you arrive at the right 

time you might have The Practical Flake, our 

resident soothsayer, read your stars for you. Tutus 

and facepainting for Little Burners too. By The 

Lentilheads.

The Van Go-Gogh Cafe 

If an ear is sliced off a face for love, can it still hear 

the music? Visit us for sunset drinks with uppity 

waiters, lovingly mixed cocktails, games, all sure to 

end in a Party, plus impromptu Dance-off sessions 

throughout the weekend. Open for Sunset Drinks/ 

Happy Hour Thursday, Friday, Saturday, followed 

by parties on Thursday and Friday evenings. 

Thurs: Starry Tech Nights’* Fri: “The Desert Rose 

Masked Boogie”, dress to impress, wear a mask, 

don’t be slack!* Sat: Pre SanClan Burn drinks* Sun: 

Day Time ‘The Sloppy Sunday this-is-not-a-party 

Party’** (*Please bring your own cups!) [** Please 

bring booze.] By the Dusty Desert Rose Theatre 

Collective

The Wedding

Telling stories by painting on a canvas made of 

cloth in our arts & crafts section (with Dima as 

Creative Director) throughout the festival - this 

will ultimately be our wedding souvenir and 

everyone’s creativity is welcome! Maté station 

available for anyone in need of a mental boost, and 

a home remedies station for anyone who dislikes 

pharmaceuticals. By PIMO.

The Wild Ass Saloon

Hey its a cowboy casino! Get your butt over here! 

Spin the wheel of fortune, or roulette, or maybe 

you are the blackjack champ. Lady Luck might be 

waiting, you might win chips galore. Cowboys or 

high rollers come give it a shot you’ll be wanting 

more, more, MORE! Come on down as the sun sets 

on Tankwa Town. By The High Rollers.

The Wonky Willys

Along the lines of Willy Wonka of Willy Wonka’s 

Chocolate Factory and the Oompa Loompas, ours 

is an adult’s playground where we want to create a 

fantasy factory for adults and children alike.

The.Language.Collective

A space dedicated to linking foreign country 

representatives, their stories, their experiences in a 

place of translation and providing a tangible trace 

of the journey. (i.e. a massive interactive map of 

the world.) Unifying all philosophies in one arena, 

music will be a main attraction featuring DJs from 

everywhere around the world and giving anyone 

the opportunity to share their own sound.

The Sweet Love Cinema

“Come with me and you will be in a world of 

pure imagination” Bringing film to the desert and 

helping you embrace your inner child. Screening 

kids classics from dark - with a scattering of late 

night shorts. DJ Rene will also be playing a sunset 

session – bring along your drums and groove and 

ease into the evenings.

Ti-ki-la

Bringing Tropical Heat to Tankwa Town, with cool 

beach vibes and 80s island style. The desert is our 

ocean, so while away the day with tequila cocktails 

and groove to Tropical house with DJ Ding. By 

Tropical Heat. Hawaiian day bar serving icy tequila 

cocktails, groovy tropical tunes during our bar 

service ending at sunset, cushions & couches for 

lounging. One or two themed parties on certain 

days and a 21km run with the start and finish line 

at camp.

Tony’s Garage

Tony ‘the mirror ball bus’ Manero parks off here 

when he’s not cruising Tankwa Town. Need an oil or 

tyre change? Come check your reflections out or 

just stop by for a chat, any friend of Tony is a friend 

of ours. Everybody Love Everybody.

Transit Lounge

Weary travelers, don’t fear. It’s not a mirage, it’s a 

dusty transit lounge – enter! Safe to change planes 

now while you sip on lukewarm G&T. Let our solar 

baby transport you to the next universe. You are 

now here. Tricksters unite. Or do they? But hey, it 

is better to burn. And if we can sparkle, he might 

land tonight. Enter…

Trash Cabaret Camp

A collective collaborative performance space with 

a stage area and an aerial rig nearby, with evening 

performances: our stage is open. Our Marching 

Band will march around in the evening, and lead 

back to a cabaret show on the stage. During the 

day there would be circus workshops, live music 

and general fun! March with the Marching Band, 

join the crazy carnies and magical musicians!

Trickster’s Marvellous Adventure Croquet

An adventure croquet playground with mallets 

provided (long ones, with umbrellas at the end 

for shade) and balls. We will display a set of rules, 

including some ‘trickster’ rules that allow cheating. 

We are building croquet gates that you have to get 

the ball through. We expect the ground to be a bit 

rough but it is adventure croquet! Up to 4 players 

can play together. Take your ball on a magical 

journey through a desert wonderland. Beware the 

dinosaurs! By Cajun Spice.

TriniBAD

Take your cue from the Flying Flag or the 

Blackboard, or a spot of luck! Cross our Boundary 

if you dare  - young or old, clean or dirty, man or 

beast - all you need is your challenge of conformity 

& authority. Trick & outwit all your rivals  to the 

tunes of our Tried Tricksters and bring us messages 

of the gods. By The Revengeful Dispossessed.

Trolleywood

A solar-powered bioscope treating you to a 

juicy array of short films in the evenings. Original 

short films related to aspects of mental health, in 

keeping with the theme of Jungian archetypes, 

as well as short art pieces, documentaries, anime, 

and TED Talks. Join us in the evenings at our 

beautiful, tranquil space and prepare to relax and 

be entertained. By Forever Jung.

Water World Dux & Midnight at the Oasis

Water World, We fare thee well, For those who 

came, It sure was swell, We’ve traveled far, 

Restocked the bar, The party never stops, By 

day we swim , Our brains gone dim,, Freedom 

beckons all, Night soon falls, For dance and song, 

We hear the Sirens call, So bring your bong, And 

tag along!, It’s all for one and one for all, Familiar 

faces, We leave no traces, It’s Midnight At The 

Oasis.

Woestyn Roos Shower

Desert Rose Shower free for all - a green bush 

shower with a desert view is available for 

everyone to use.  Look out for the tipi shape 

to-doer-in-gone, WAY past the loos between 4 

and 5ish. Just take your own hot or cold water & 

a towel. The shower bucket can take 10 litres. By 

Bush Babies.

Wonderlike Woeskus Desert Daisies

Blooming marvellous petal engineers of Tankwa 

Town. Bright, crazy, fun loving, toe-tapping, dust 

shuffling peeps that plow the fields of hope and 

sow the seeds of lurve. The Wonderlike Woeskus 

Desert Daisies, blooming marvellous petal 

engineers of Tankwa Town.

WonderVille

A place for children to express themselves by 

creating a fantasy play-world. Children of all ages 

3 to 93 are encouraged to jump in and enjoy 

themselves! WonderVille 2013 had pancakes 

available every morning at 9am . . . which 

was a huge attraction and attracted queues 

of funseekers . . . this is most certainly to be 

repeated.

Yes Please to the Temple of Rock

A fully interactive camp where The Rockafellas 

will be playing each day at some point and 

serving some concoction or the other. Bloody 

Marys most mornings, chai brewing and a 

campfire at night. Our camp is always open - a 

happy place for happy peeps. YES PLEASE. By 

People of the Deep South.


